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                 Creating A Sound Promotional and Distribution Strategy - Marketing                Creating A Sound Promotional and Distribution Strategy - Marketing

                 [M T450 : Marketing Manageme nt] U n it 7 A ss ig n m en t # 2 Assignment : Evaluating the Marketing Mix  Scenario: Problem -Solving as a Marketing Manager  Congratulations. You have just been named marketing manager of a major new startup company, Home Essentials Inc .  Your job will be to perform the daily tasks of a marketing manager.  The first day on the job you receive this problem. They know they have a pr oblem but they are not sure what it is. They  know it must be fixed very soon or they will be out of business. Everyone is looking to you to fix it.   This startup company management has noticed that there has not been the demand they anticipated for their p ractical  but necessary product for new parents. They got rave reviews in the baby and home magazines as the “must have” product of the year. But yet no one seems to know their product or what it does.  The product is a baby gate/play area that is free form when unlocked, but once configured in the shape parents want, it  can be locked into that shape and will not move or collapse anywhere you put it. The current price for the product is $100. Consumer Baby Products Safety Commission gave it 5 stars for safety .  The startup has hardly any money and all managers are working for a potential slice of the company if successful.   They have a website that is good but hardly exciting and no advertising to speak of except word of mouth.  Follow these Critical Thinking st eps:  1. Determine the problem  2. Analyze the problem   3. Design possible solutions, including media to be used  4. Evaluate the solutions and recommend the most viable one while addressing the 4 P’s.  Write a 3 –4 page memo to the CEO of Home Essentials, Inc. detailing the following:   What you think the problem has been and what you think contributes to the problem.    Recommend a solution addressing the 4 P’s in your response. Your solution can have multiple steps or considerations.   Submit your paper in APA for mat and citation style to the Unit 7 Assignment 2 Dropbox.   Unit 7 Assignment #2 - Grading Rubric  40 Possible Points [M T450 : Marketing Manageme nt]   Specific Paper Objectives: Assignment Checklist (80%):   Determine to problem  8  Analyze the problem  8  Design possible solutions, including media to be used  8  Evaluate the solutions and recommend the most viable one while addressing the 4 P’s.  8  Subtotal  32  Writing Style, Grammar, APA (20%)   Grammar and Spelling  3  Memo is 3 –4 pages in length and r esponses are  concise and direct  3  Reference list and citations are provided  2   8  Total  40   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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